PASSION DRIVES SUCCESS.

“Passion drives success”. As work takes up an integral part of a day, office space today is more of a living
organism in which we work, collaborate, debate, commute or even reside. grado, therefore, is born to
empower workers through space. grado is convinced that, through creating a space via the composition
and integration of various space modules with grado products following the exploration of the relationship
among behavior, space and product, enterprises will not only satisfy the needs of function and vision, but also
continuously affect employees’ behavior. When humanistic care from the enterprise is perceived, workers will
in turn improve their performance and engagement, thus creating larger commercial values and fueling the
success of the enterprise.
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NEW- GENERATION OFFICE REQUIRES
NEW-FORM OFFICE ORGANIZATION

WHEN MILLENNIALS AS THE MAINSTREAM

1982
-2000

4.0
Workstation
+ informal meeting area
+ communication area

Time of Birth

the Era of the Internet

3.0

Why are they called
“Millennials”?

More choices more
possibilities

“Millennials” is a specialized international
intergenerational term that is synonymous with
generation Y. This generation grow up in the
period when the Internet and Computer science
was in formation and went through high- speed
development. Millennials is also called the generation
in changes.

Gallup Millennials Full Report, compared the
Millennials with other generations and find out the
following six functional changes in Millennials:

Workstation + conference area

Global Vision

1. Pursuing the goal and significance of work
2. Caring about career development and future
planning
3. Hoping the leader to be a coach
4. Maintaining communication with colleagues and
the company
5. Strengthening the advantages in work
6. Integrating work and life

Good Education

2.0
Workstation of different
arrangement

1.0

The single layout of workstation

Employees of the new generation look forward to
trying more new things. They have a leaping thinking
mode and pursue a free working mode. The rise
of the Internet also indicates that new employees
prefer social interactions in a community form,
welcome feedback and guidance and highly regard
communication.

Office Environment
as the Key

More Choices More
Possibilities

A positive office culture ranks the second among
all the factors in choosing a company with 52%
of the Millennials taking office environment into
consideration when selecting a company to work for.
---Deloitte Millennium Survey

When there are more choices in workplace and time,
61% of employees are expected to stay on for more
than 5 years, yet the number will decline to only 20%
when the choices are reduced.

42%

31%

The Labor Force

Over Five Years’ Remaining in Position

Millennials have become the core of the
workplace and are expected to constitute 42% of
the workplace by 2020.

31% of the Millennials will remain in the company
for more than five years, while only 9% of the Z
Generation stay.

60%

29%

Dismiss Rate

Most Concerned Factors

Millennials change jobs more often than any
older generation with 60% still looking for new
jobs.

Environment is the most concerned factor of
the two generations, and the fairness of income
ranks the second.

---Deloitte Millennium Survey
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DIFFERENT POSITIONS HAVE DIFFERENT
OFFICE NEEDS

ACHIEVE THE CORPORATE CULTURE

Established and cultivated over time, corporate culture
represents the common cognition of the enterprise
members and the identity of the organization
members, which will guide and shape the attitude
and behavior of employees as an ideology and
control mechanism.

Position Analysis
We investigated and analyzed the space requirements
of different positions and got solutions to reasonably
arrange work stations.
For employees in planning, marketing and other
departments, open work stations are the first choice.
Set up a leisure area and a brainstorming area
nearby to help them work efficiently and freely.
The salesmen need a relatively private area to
communicate with customers easily. Enclosed work
stations are financial staff's best choices. Designers
prefer a collaboration space or a focus space to think
independently.

Open

David Male 26 Designer
John Male 26 Operator
“I love working freely.”

Sara Female 26 Purchaser

Flexible

“Timely communication and feedback is the top
priority of our work.”

Fixed

Henry Male 28 Salesman
Todd Male 26 HR
Mary Female 30 Financial officer
“We need an area to receive customers,
communicate and work privately.”

“The privacy of work and documents is extremely
important for me“

Private

When employees share the same mission and sense
of value with the enterprise and highly conform to
its positions, a strong corporate culture featuring
cohension, loyalty and commitment will come into
being, in which employees pursue and commit
themselves to higher goals that are nobler than their
personal interests with lower turnover and strong
external brand power.

The workplace, as a carrier of corporate culture,
plays an important tole in its cultivation as employees’
behavior mode under the guidance of the corporate
culture will eventually evolve into their actural needs
for physical space, including the sense of community
offered by the workplace, the sense of belonging
to the organization and the core values of the
enterprise.
For example, enterprises can set negotiation area
in the transition space to show its encouragement
for active communication among employees, build
reading room and gymnasium to signify its concern
for the personal development and physical and
mental wellbeing of employees, design nursuing
room to convey its care for employees’ daily life and
workspace with flexible settings to reveal its stress on
innovation and collaboration.
An office based on corporate culture will surely
discern the inspiration of it on employee behavior
mode and office experience, and yield happy returns
in customer satisfaction and performance brought by
the strong driving force of employee commitment.

75cm Partition

148cm Partition

Easy to make eye contact. Suitable for
workers who need to communicate.
Storage area with movable cabinets.
Suitable for teamwork.

Ensure basic privacy while sitting. Larger
storage space. Suitable for working
independently and intently. Suitable
for workers with large amount of data
processing.

Aspiration
How people respond to changes

Learning

Leisure

Care

How people interact

Results

122cm Partition

122cm Enclosed Partition

Relative privacy of sound and vision.
Storage area with fixed cabinets, and the
side cabinet can be used as an additional
workbench.

Good privacy of sound and vision.
Very large storage space. Suitable for
independent workers with large amount of
data processing.

Order

Authority

Security

A Research of Harvard Business Review
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52%
Office environment in
company selection

When employees are
highly engaged
Dr. George Gallup, a famous social scientist in
the United States, once put forward that employee
engagement is the advantages and energy that
an employee performs when he fosters a sense
of belonging to the company as a result of the
improvement of the working environment. Beisen's
Report on China Enterprises’ Employee Engagement
2018- 2019 reveals that 67.69% of employees
agree that working environment makes the core
driver of employee engagement. In the 17 world’s
most important economies, more than one third of
employees show low engagement. There are also
researches suggesting that employees with the lowest
engagement were those who are the most dissatisfied
with the working environment as they were unable to
choose the workplace and the way of working.

Economic
Gains

Return on Equity of companies
with leading employee
engagement scores are 50%
higher than that of general
companies.

Flexible Work
Mechanism

Continuous
Learning

Environment

Opportunities

Health and
Encouragement

Code of Ethics

Diversity and
Tolerance

Social
Responsibility

56%

52%

29%

47%

41%

31%

33%

11%

63%

52%

50%

48%

33%

22%

19%

12%

Global

Error Rate

Engagement

18%
Production Quality

50%

Favorable
Working
Environment

China

Among employees of the millennial generation,
only 29% are dedicated to their work, 55% are not,
in addition to the rest 16% who are slack or even
damage the interests of the company, according to
the survey by Gallup.

Return on Equity

A positive corporate culture ranks the second among
all the factors in the selection of a company with
52% of the Millennials employees taking office
environment into consideration when selecting a
company to work for.

1000 %
In the Fortune 100 companies,
highly engaged employees
are 1000% less likely to make
mistakes.

60%
Highly engaged employees
are 18% more productive than
unengaged employees, and the
production quality of the former
is 60% higher as well.

20%

Overall turnover in the past 3 years

When there are more choices in workplace and time,
61% of employees are expected to stay on the job for
more than 5 years, yet the number will decline to only
20% when the choices are reduced.

Resignation within 2 years

Consecutive service for
over 5 years

Consecutive service for more
than 5 years

61%
Dismiss Rate

87%
Highly engaged employees are
87% less likely to dismiss than
those with low engagement.

12%

Sales Growth

34%
Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction scores of
companies with high employee
engagement are generally 12%
- 34% or higher than those of
other companies.

61%

+0.6%
Every dedicated employee may
bring 0.6% sales growth to the
company.

40%
34%
20%
Flexible working hours
Diverse workplaces
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30%

26%
19%

Moderate working
hours
Moderate workplaces

20%
Fixed working hours
Few workplaces
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SIX MODULES

The inflow of the millennials as the fresh
blood into today ’s office brings about
changes to the form of productivity,
driving enterprises to transform from
manufacturing-oriented to intelligenceoriented with creativity and design at the
core of enterprises’ development. While the
era promotes employees to create value
through wisdom, excellent office space fully
maximizes the value of employees.
Fo r t h i s r e a s o n , w e e x p l o r e d t h e
relationship among behavior, space and
product. We start from employees’ needs
for office behavior, propose corresponding
space solutions and further derive
corresponding product portfolio from the
space. Through the modularized design of
multiple spaces and their reorganization
and integration, we strive to achieve the
best effect in both function and visual
experience.
Based on the review and analysis of
previous project cases, we have put
forward six modules of office space
which created many distinctive wonderful
chemical reactions when integrated into
different corporate cultures.
We are convinced that facilitating the
implementation of corporate culture and
building a creative, efficient, comfortable
and healthy office space will stimulate the
infinite potential of employees, strengthen
their sense of identity to the job and
sense of belonging to the enterprise, thus
bringing success to the enterprise.
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CO-WORK MODULE
12

Today, as teamwork assumes an increasingly important role in daily work, cross departmental and
functional cooperation has become a critical vehicle for an enterprise to enhance its competitiveness.
As the conventional cubicle area divided in terms of department ceases to satisfy the needs of people’s
flexibility and creativity, more and more enterprises begin to launch Co-work Modules to encourage
employees of diverse backgrounds and skills to assemble for multiple cooperation modes, and to cultivate
their collective consciousness as well.
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CO-WORK MODULE

WAITING AREA

Temporary Waiting Space
People wait here for a short period with low
interactivity and certain social distance without
embarrassment.

Social Waiting Space
People are encouraged to socialize and carry out
informal communication temporarily before leaving.

14

The Waiting Area usually locates in lobby area, which well reveals the
background, mission and sense of value of the enterprise.

Open Waiting Space
More emphsis is laid on the publicity of the
enterprise's sense of value. People's behavior in the
space is more diversified.

Reception Waiting Area
As a temporary wiating area designed for specific
people, Reception Waiting Area is usually closed and
comfortable.
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WORK AREA

Studies reveal that the freedom to choose workplace positively
correlates with employee engagement, which is more evident in the
performance of highly engaged employees. Different from traditional
workstation, the work area grants people the priviledge to choose the
space and furniture that correspond with their work style and tasks.
When more choices in the way of work are available, employees are
likely to find for themselves the most ideal work space to bring out
the best work performance, which essentially means the improved
workplace satisfaction and higher engagement of the employees and
increased profits for the enterprise as well.

Focused/Private Space
Leisure Focused Space
atmosphere and aviod disturbance so that workers can

Hi-cube

which brings about comfort and corporate cultural

Sound volume is the key.
grado's observation of the current open office reveals

Single Room

Single Pod
Focus space against the Wall/Window
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Enclosed furniture in the open office space creates a
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DYNAMIC OFFICE
Collaboration Space

Dynamic office is an office system that supports people to work more
flexibly. grado holds that enterprises shall understand that building
temporary spaces with products can generate in employees stronger
ties with the company and higher creativity when they are switching
between individual and team work, which will in turn be transformed
into production capacity and further boost the success of the enterprise.

The collaboration full of information exchange and communication of ideas is essential to generate outstanding
ideas, which puts teams all over the world under the dual pressure of high efficiency and resolution of complex
problems. However, most employees suggest that their current workplace fails to offer effective support to
teamwork. So how shall we create such an efficient workplace that entails high performance based on the diverse
work needs of teams?

Enclosed Collaboration Space

Creative Collaboration Space

Efficient Collaboration Space
collaboration space encourages people to change their
sitting postures so as to facilitate discussions over work

Walker Series
together to demonstrate a scheme or check the progress

Pipe Table
Dynamic Collaboration Space
Based on the full comprehension of people's working
required equipment for collaboration and create their
making the work progress more transparent so as to
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BRING HOME
TO OFFICE

Negotiation Space
The various space types and technology devices attract people to communicate, cooperate, make plans and carry
out informal meeting.

Leisure Negotiation Space

Bring Home to Office, as a space office concept of Office Republic,
boasts the core idea of people-oriented and aims at facilitating the
success of an enterprise through empowering the office space.

Socialized Negotiation Space

Small-scale Negotiation Space
more considerations when thinking about the office
as well as how to empowering workers through

Public Space
Users are able to work in a satisfying working environment that suits their work tasks and is free from disturbance.
Multiple sitting postures are accessible so as to stimulate new work routes of workers unders a relaxing and leisure
condition.

Leisure Public Space

Inspiration Public Space

Temporary Public Space

An inspiration public space accomodates workers to
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LEISURE AREA

Leisure area effectively relieves people's fatigue and tension,
and provides a pleasant working atmosphere. Social informal
communication drives employees to solve problems at work
positively, share ideas freely and develop a sense of belonging to the
organization.

Dining Area
Employees who spend time thinking or unplugging at work show higher satisfaction at and better performance on
work. It’s a good way to inspire multi-dimensional ideas through creating a warm dining area where people from
different organizational structures are encouraged to exchange ideas.

Wellbeing Space
Employees need a favorable working environment to cultivate a healthy body and mind which can bring about
positive and peaceful emotions to daily work and evolve into highly efficient work performance.

Work Cafe

Leisure Space

Snacks and coffee are available when people are

Small Reading Space

Large Reading Space

Water Bar
Drinks are provided here so that workers can take a

Multi-functional Dining Space

Dining
Small talk about work will happen during lunch and

Focused Reading Space
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02

Collaboration Module offers closed office space for fromal meetings and training with privacy ensured
and face-to-face and in-depth communication experience bettered, which largely facilitates the
establishment of mutual trust.

COLLABORATION MODULE
24
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COLLABORATION MODULE

TRAINING AREA

While enterprises often complain that colleges and universities do
not train students' necessary job skills, colleges and universities argue
that enterprises should shoulder more responsibilities and strengthen
specific job training. In fact, good job training not only acclerates the
development of employees' competency, but also reduce the cost of
mistakes for enterprises.

Stair Training Space

Interactive Training Space
An enclosed training space encourages active

Seminar Training Space

Lecturing Training Space
can visualize the training content and arouse students'
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CONFERENCE AREA

Conference area is designed for more formal reception,communication,
negotiation and conference where different teams can gather together
to share or discuss projects. The mian activities include creative output,
information sharing, project evaluation and decision making.

Flexible Conference Space

Brainstorming Space
Small-scale Conference Space

Video Conference Space
The screen devices boost people to improve their

Video Conference Space

Leisure Conference Space

Middle-scale Conference Space
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03
WORK MODULE
30

Mainly for resolving the main job tasks, the Work Module is equipped with ergonomic desks and chairs.
In the module, workers are assigned fixed workstations and areas with corresponding resources. The
interaction and cooperation among workers help improve the professionalism and work competency of each
other, while the sense of community promotes them to build trust, cohesion and a sense of belonging to the
organization.
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WORK MODULE

Open Work Area
The rid of partition in open office space means both enlarged capacity and improved free discussions and
collaboration among employees, which is likely to create more informal communication chances, spur harmonious
working atmosphere and enhances the tacit cooperation among employees.

Community Work Space

Integrated Work Space
create a comprehensive and open work space for

transmission and cooperation among workers through

Studio Work Space

Frame Work Station
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Dynamic Work Area

DYNAMIC OFFICE
WORK THE CHOICE
OF HEALTH

A study commissioned by the Public Health Agency of England suggested that office workers should stand for at least 2
hours a day, with an ideal standing time of 4 hours. The results also showed that those who sat the longest were twice
as likely to suffer from diabetes and cardiovascular disease as those who sat the least after comparing employees “hard
to remain seated” with the most sedentary counterparts.
We all subconsciously think that employees who sit in office for a long time are good employees, which is, however,
the wrong view. Siting for long will do great harm to the health of the employees, and will damage their efficiency
and enthusiasm in work in the long run. Moreover, workers maintain the same working position will find it hard to
concentrate.
Companies should encourage employees to change their positions frequently in work, and offer a variety of desks to
choose from.
---Research of Public Health England

5%
Enhance work
performance

Dynamic Work Area
Multiple postures are optional including
sitting, standing and relaxing. People in
the area are encouraged to walk so as to
generate more physical and emotional
energy and stimulate the brain for improved
alertness and focus.

6%
Increase the number of "best
work" days per month

5%
Reduce unplanned
absence

Aura Height-adjustable Table

20%

24%

60%

Reduce the number of
being admitted to or
discharged from hospital

Reduce sick attendance

Reduce medical
expenses

16%
Reduce the number
of visits to emergency
room

66%
Reduce costs on medicine

Flexible Work Area
The adoption of mobile office furniture as workstations helps to enhance the mobility of the work area. People can
also arrange their own workplace according to the needs of independent work or cooperation.
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Alternative Sitting or
Standing Working position

43cm Seat Height /
75cm Working Table

38cm Seat Height /
Flexible Table

A workstation system consists of heightadjustable desks can meet the needs
of intensive and long-time work. Apart
from finding out the most suitable
sitting height, workers can realize the
alternation of sitting or standing working
position so as to work in a healthy way.

Height-fixed workstations, the most
common settings in enterprises and also
where employees keep their working
state for the longest, are likely to cause
fatigue in employees and decrease their
work efficiency.

The brain is more relaxed and more
creative if working by the floor or the
reclining chairs. Let each discussion
generate more novel ideas in a relaxed
and lively space.
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Located between the open area of other modules, Transition Module connects the spaces and helps
switching among different working modes. People can communicate and express their ideas freely at
anytime and anywhere in this module, for which it has also become an important place for information
exchange.

TRANSITION MODULE
36
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TRANSITION MODULE

Negotiation Transition Space
Negotiation transition space advocates people to sit
down for communication when in need and make simple

Focused Transition Space
Setting enclosed furniture in the wide transition corridors
helps improve the space occupation and avoids the

Socialized Transition Space
A leisure transition space provides conditions for people
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Determined by the position, Administration Module is more closed and independent compared with the
open employee area. Work in this mudule is highly independent and requires little interaction.

Administration Module
40
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Administration Module

MANAGEMENT
OFFICE

A private closed office for Management People.

Director's Office

Group Office
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A closed private office for the president or the vice president which usually includes office area, leisure area and
reception area.

Large President's Office Space
Minimalist President's Office Space

Leisure President's Office Space

Traditional President's Office Space

Reception Space

44
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FEATURE MODULE
46

Feature Module is designed for the special needs of employees in accordance with the corporate and
local culture, which fully demonstrates the humanistic care of the organization.
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FEATURE MODULE

Nursing Room
A nursing room creates conditions for working parents to take care of their children and settle life issues so as to
free them from worries at work.

Outdoor Space
Chats with colleagues help enhance employees' sense of belonging to the organization. The outdoor environment
enables employees to experience the nature and cultivate a positive attitude after work.
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Dada Table(Mtta White)

DADA TABLE SERIES
design by Micky Wang & Alex Chai

High heels represent beauty and elegance. When Alex hit a bottleneck of
design, he inspired by the click of the high heels. Thus the Dada Table was
born. Dada came from the sound of the high heels in the distance. Table
feet combined the elements of the high heels perfectly. With their sharp and
dynamic lines, Dada table adds distinct appeal to the surrounding interiors.
The structure is extremely slim and light but also highly resistant.
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Dada Work Station(Mtta White)
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Dada Coffee Table(Mtta Black)

Dada Table(Mtta Black/Mtta White)

Dada series have extended into three types:
dining table, coffee table and work station.
They can be used in work space, offices,
meeting rooms or at home, and create a
harmonious atmosphere among the study,
work and leisure spaces.
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TABLETOP-COLOR OPTIONS

BASE-COLOR OPTIONS

Matt Black

Black

Matt White

White

NAME
Dada Coffee Table
TYPE
DAD-TB-02
SIZE
W1200 D700 H403

Nero Margiua

MADE-TO-ORDER
Only tabletop size is made-to-order.
Valakas White

W700

D700

H403

MATERIAL
Tabletop made of E1 level 18mmT
MDF board / Base is aluminium

PROCCESS

IN-STOCK OPTIONS

Table is polyurethane painted / Base
is PU painting.

Tabletop: Matt white
Base: White

NAME
Dada Conference Table
TYPE
DAD-TB-03
SIZE
W2400 D1200 H748
W3600 D1200 H748
W4800 D1200 H748
MATERIAL
Ta b l e t o p m a d e b y E 1 l e v e l
16mmT MFC board/ Base is
aluminium alloy

PROCCESS
Table is Melamine faced / Base is
electrostatic powder coating.

NAME
Dada Table

NAME
Dada Work Station

TYPE
DAD-TB-01

TYPE
DAD-TB-04

SIZE

SIZE

W2000 D1000 H750

W2400 D1200 H750

W1800 D900 H750
W1600 D800 H750
W1200 D1200 H750
MATERIAL

Tabletop made of E1 level 18mmT
MDF board / Base is aluminium
PROCCESS
Table is polyurethane painted / Base
is electrostatic powder coating
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W3600 D1200 H750
W4800 D1200 H750
MATERIAL
Tabletop made by E1 level 16mm
T MFC board/ Base is aluminium
alloy

PROCCESS
Table is Melamine faced / Base is
electrostatic powder coating.
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FRAME WORK STATION
design by Villia Jin

The Frame Workstation Series features a square and upright shape,
resembling the typical structural aesthetics of “horizontal crossbeam and
vertical pillars” of traditional Chinese architecture. Suitable for different
office styles, various colors are optional, which will bring about abundant
and healthy visual effects. The design details ever enhance the rhythmic
sense of the whole space, and the multiple accessories, besides beautifying
the space, considerably improve employees’ work experience and efficiency.
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BASE COLOR OPTIONS

TABLETOP COLOR OPTIONS

Matt black

Light Wood

Matt White

White

MAT COLOR OPTIONS

SCREEN COLOR OPTIONS
Gabriel Medley GM-60004

Black

Gabriel Medley GM-60167

Date Red

Gabriel Medley GM-62002

Light Gray

Gabriel Medley GM-68005

MADE-TO-ORDER
No options are made-to-order.

IN-STOCK OPTIONS
No inventory plan

311

1056

TYPE

SIZE

FRA-TB-01-1212

W1200 D1200 H745

FRA-TB-01-1414

W1400 D1400 H745

FRA-TB-02-2412

W2400 D1200 H745

FRA-TB-02-2814

W2800 D1400 H745

FRA-TB-03-3612

W3600 D1200 H745

FRA-TB-03-4214

W4200 D1400 H745

FRA-TB-04-4812

W4800 D1200 H745

FRA-TB-04-5214

W5200 D1400 H745

NAME
Aura Height-adjustable Table S
MATERIAL

To p : E 1 Pa r t i c l e b o a r d . D e s k t o p s c r e e n : E 1
Particleboard base material. Screen clamp: aluminum
alloy. Wire cover: aluminum alloy damping cover.
Wiring duct: 3 pieces of 86mm * 86mm there-hole
sockets, sockets excluded. Coiled pipe: ABS magnetic
interface. Leg: detachable molded steel tube. Leather
pad: TPU material, Leather patterns.
PROCCESS
Top: double-faced milky white E1 Melamine paper
veneer Desktop screen: fabrics pasted with heatresistant dry glue; white plastic edge band. Leg &
Wire cover: powder coating (epoxy polyester powder
coating)
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AURA HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE TABLE
design by Bryan Zhu

A height-adjustable table that suits all family members makes full use
of the space and makes a free and healthy workstation. The table also
accompanies the kids with gradually rising height. The screen fixed on the
tabletop is detachable. While the ripple design of the screen enhances
the rhythmic sense of the table, the round corners in combination with the
duckbill tabletop strengthen the overall white and sleek shape. Enjoying
wide application, the table is suitable for both home and office.
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TABLETOP-COLOR OPTIONS
Matt White

SCREE N OPTIONS

HY-5004

HY-5014

MADE-TO-ORDER
No options are made-to-order.

TYPE

SIZE

AUR-TB-HT-01-1407
AUR-TB-HT-02-1415
AUR-TB-HT-03-2815
AUR-TB-HT-04-4215
AUR-TB-HT-05-5715

W1400 D748 H985-1625
W1400 D1500 H620-1270
W2835 D1500 H620-1270
W4270 D1500 H620-1270
W5705 D1500 H620-1270

HY-5017

TABLETOP HEIGHT
H630-1270

IN-STOCK OPTIONS
No inventory plan

HY-5033

NAME
Aura Height-adjustable Table
MATERIAL

JC35TS-R13S Lifting Frame PVC Cable Manual
controller: white silicon manual controller boasts
supreme using experience and high definition
with Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) ABS magnetic
coiled tubes Duckbill tabletop edging; aluminium
alloy damping wire cover+ wire container under
the tabletop+ XiaoMi socket; Screen panel: E1
plywood with 5mmT sponge upholstered.

PROCCESS
Screen panel upholstered/Malemine tabletop.

TYPE

SIZE

AUR-TB-HT-01S-1407
AUR-TB-HT-02S-1415
AUR-TB-HT-03S-2815
AUR-TB-HT-04S-4215
AUR-TB-HT-05S-5715

W1400 D748 H985-1625
W1400 D1500 H620-1270
W2835 D1500 H620-1270
W4270 D1500 H620-1270
W5705 D1500 H620-1270
TABLETOP HEIGHT
H630-1270

NAME
Aura Height-adjustable Table S
MATERIAL

JC35TF-R13S-2 Lifting Frame PVC Cable Manual
controller: white silicon manual controller boasts
supreme using experience and high definition
with Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) ABS magnetic
coiled tubes Duckbill tabletop edging; the
socket clipped to the table that is free to move;
Screen panel: E1 plywood with 5mmT sponge
upholstered.
PROCCESS
Screen panel upholstered/Malemine tabletop.
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DADA EXECUTIVE DESK
design by grado R&D

Executive desk is a symbol of high official position in China which presents
a sense of spaciousness in design. An excellent office desk can not only
effectively demonstrate the generosity and boldness of its users, but also
reveal the social status and personal taste of the users and enterprises. As
a new member of Dada Series, Dada Executive Desk continues the light
and simple style of Dada Table. The desk top is ingeniously set on the side
cabinet, in addition to the streamline details which enhance the perfect
integration of function and elegance of the desk. Moreover, the overall
matte white color also contributes to its fashionable and modern design.
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With intelligent system, hidden integrated cable box and wireless charging
capability, Dada Executive Desk provides simple yet orderly desktop shortage which
caters to the multiple functional requirements of modern office, thus turning daily
office into an enjoyment.

In terms of the cooling of the host,
a cooling panel is configured in the
cabinet, collocated by wiring ducts.
Moreover, in the cabinet are hidden
grounded receptacles, which will help
standardize the order of the cables.

The handles of cabinet and drawer is rid in the design of Dada Executive Desk and
replaced by push-open cabinet doors and drawers. Seamless design is adopted in
every detail of the office desk, enabling it to reveal a sense of aesthetics from any
angle.
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BASE-COLOR OPTIONS
White

White

2000

1000

756

TABLETOP-COLOR OPTIONS

NAME
Dada Executive Desk
TYPE
DAD-EX-02

MADE-TO-ORDER

SIZE

No options are made-to-order.

W2000 D1000 H746
MATERIAL

IN-STOCK OPTIONS

Tabletop is made of E1 level 18mmT
MDF board/ The other part is made of
MDF board/ Base is aluminium alloy/
Integrated cable box

No inventory plan

PROCCESS
Tabletop is polyurethane painted /
Base is electrostatic powder coating.

500

630

1205

NAME
Dada Excutive Cabinet
TYPE
DAD-CB-01
SIZE
W1205 D500 H630
MATERIAL

MDF board / Plastic wheel
PROCCESS
Cabinet is polyurethane painted

960

2400

400

1248

1222

2200

2320

664

746

600

NAME
Dada Excutive File Cabinet
NAME
Dada Executive Table / With cabinet
TYPE
DAD-EX-01
SIZE
W2400 D2200 H749
MATERIAL

Tabletop is made of E1 level 18mmT
MDF board/ The other part is made
of E1 level MDF board/ Base is
aluminium alloy/ Wireless charging
pad/ Integrated cable socket box/
Fingerprint lock cabinet
PROCCESS
Table and cabinet are polyurethane
painted / Base is electrostatic powder
coating.
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TYPE
DAD-CB-02
SIZE
W2320 D400 H1248
MATERIAL

Cabinet is made of E1 level MDF
board/ Base is 2mmT square steel
tube.
PROCCESS
Cabinet is polyurethane painted / Base
is electrostatic powder coating.
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PEBBLE EXECUTIVE SERIES
design by grado R&D

As a new member of the Pebble Series, Pebble Executive Desk inherits the
plump and stable leg design in the spirit of minimalism. Among the two
desktop types, P-shaped desktop blends the private and sharing working
modes, making it an ideal place for conference, negotiation and interaction,
and the square desktop meets the various demands of most users thanks to
its high adaptability.
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MADE-TO-ORDER

STANDARD COLOR

2000

No made-to-order options.

480

Cabinet
900

IN-STOCK OPTIONS
No inventory plan

Brown

Door/Shelf/Tabletop

NAME
Pebble Executive Cabinet/M
TYPE
PEB-CB-03
DIMENSIONS
W2000 D480 H900
MATERIAL
MDF paint board
PROCCESS
Doors and shelves: Hickory walnut + solid
paint; other panels: paint board

Walnut

3000

2000

480

NAME
Pebble Executive File Cabinet /02
TYPE
PEB-CB-02
DIMENSIONS
W2000 D480 H2000
MATERIAL
MDF paint board; Mini recessed LED linear
light with extra switch
PROCCESS
Doors and shelves: Hickory walnut + solid
paint; other panels: paint board

480

600

1000

480

2000

2000

NAME
Pebble Executive Cabinet / S
TYPE
PEB-CB-04
DIMENSIONS
W1000 D480 H600
MATERIAL
MDF paint board
PROCCESS
Doors and shelves: Hickory walnut + solid
paint; other panels: paint board
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NAME
Pebble Executive File Cabinet /01
TYPE
PEB-CB-01
DIMENSIONS
W3000 D480 H2000
MATERIAL
MDF paint board; Mini recessed LED linear
light with extra switch
PROCCESS
Doors and shelves: Hickory walnut + solid
paint; other panels: paint board
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MADE-TO-ORDER

STANDARD COLOR

2200

No made-to-order options.
900

IN-STOCK OPTIONS

Cabinet / Base
2100

No inventory plan
Brown

Door / Shelf / Tabletop
2100
750

Walnut

NAME
Pebble Executive Desk/ with Cabinet
TYPE
PEB-EX-02
DIMENSIONS
W2400 D2100 H750
MATERIAL
Desktop: E1 grade MDF board; other
boards: MDF paint board; Accessories:
integrated damping clamshell cable box,
heat dissipation cover
PROCCESS
Table top: Hickory walnut + solid paint;
other panels: paint board

2560

2216

1060
2100

750

2400

600
NAME
Pebble Executive Desk/
P desktop with cabinet
TYPE
PEB-EX-01
DIMENSIONS
W2650 D2216 H750
MATERIAL
Desktop: E1 grade MDF board; other
boards: MDF paint board; Accessories:
integrated damping clamshell cable box,
heat dissipation cover

900

2200

PROCCESS
Table top: Hickory walnut + solid paint;
other panels: paint board

750

900

NAME
Pebble Executive Desk
TYPE
PEB-EX-03
DIMENSIONS
W2200 D900 H750
MATERIAL
Desktop is made of E1 grade MDF board/
other boards are made of MDF paint board
PROCCESS
Table top: Hickory walnut + solid paint;
other panels: paint board
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PIPE TABLE SERIES
design by Fiona Feng

The inspiration for the Pipe Table comes from the designer's observation
of office behavior. We found that communication and collaboration are
indispensable. Communication between colleagues is extremely frequent.
They bring notebook, digital device, and cup for team communication
and cross-departmental collaboration. In order to make the meeting more
flexible and convenient, we designed the Pipe table.
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1200

600

950

STANDARD COLOR OPTIONS
Black

125

Gray

NAME
Pipe Bar Table/H950
TYPE
PIP-TB-02
SIZE
W1200 D600 H950
MATERIAL

MADE-TO-ORDER
No options are made-to-order.

Tabletop is made of E1 level 16mmT
MDF board / Base consist of
φ50mm*2mmT steel tube/Polyamides
mat/ Table rung is made of stainless
steel
PROCCESS
Tabletop is melamine veneering / Base is
electrostatic powder coating/Table rung
is covering PVC mat

600

1050

1200

215

NAME
Pipe Bar Table/H1050
TYPE
PIP-TB-03
SIZE
W1200 D600 H1050
MATERIAL
Tabletop is made of E1 level 16mmT
MDF board / Base consist of
φ50mm*2mmT steel tube/Polyamides
mat/ Table rung is made of stainless
steel
PROCCESS
Tabletop is melamine veneering / Base is
electrostatic powder coating/Table rung
is covering PVC mat

NAME
Pipe Table
TYPE
PIP-TB-01
PIP-TB-01W (Wheel)
SIZE
W900 D900
W1200 D450
W1200 D600
W1200 D1200
W1800 D900
MATERIAL

H750
H750
H750
H750
H750

Tabletop is made of E1 level 16mmT
MDF board / Base consist of
φ50mm*2mmT steel tube/Polyamides
mat /φ60mm plastic wheel.
PROCCESS
Tabletop is melamine veneering / Base
is electrostatic powder coating.
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LINK BAR TABLE
design by Fiona Feng

LINK BAR TABLE is inspired by the paper clip commonly used at work. Paper
clip boasts multiple colors and shapes and fastens files and papers for
users merely after being bent. The designer learned from it and applied the
wonderful circular outlook of paper clip to the steel frame of the table as
demonstrated by the four interconnected rings.
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Hickory Wood

SCREE N OPTIONS
Matt black

1200

1500

LIN-TB-01-1207

LIN-TB-01-1507

700

955

TABLETOP-COLOR OPTIONS

White

MADE-TO-ORDER

TYPE

SIZE

LIN-TB-01-1207
LIN-TB-01-1507

W1200 D700 H955
W1500 D700 H955

No options are made-to-order.

NAME
Link Bar Table/ H955

IN-STOCK OPTIONS

MATERIAL

Tabletop: 25mm particle board; steel
frame: 2.0mm thick φ25mm steel
tube with stainless steel pedal

No inventory plan

PROCCESS
Tabletop: white/ hickory melamine
board; steel frame: black powder
coating

30

1500

LIN-TB-02-1207

LIN-TB-02-1507

700

1055

1200

TYPE
LIN-TB-02-1207
LIN-TB-02-1507

SIZE
W1200 D700 H1055
W1500 D700 H1055

NAME
Link Bar Table/ H1055
MATERIAL

Tabletop: 25mm particle board; steel
frame: 2.0mm thick φ25mm steel
tube with stainless steel pedal
PROCCESS
Tabletop: white/ hickory melamine
board; steel frame: black powder
coating
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LINK BAR TABLE
design by Fiona Feng

LINK BAR TABLE is inspired by the paper clip commonly used at work. Paper
clip boasts multiple colors and shapes and fastens files and papers for
users merely after being bent. The designer learned from it and applied the
wonderful circular outlook of paper clip to the steel frame of the table as
demonstrated by the four interconnected rings.
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STANDARD COLOR OPTIONS

MADE-TO-ORDER

1200

400

IN-STOCK OPTIONS

340

Orange

1000

No options are made-to-order.

No inventory plan
NAME
System Cabinet/ 2 Layers

White

TYPE
SYS-SH-02-A
SIZE
W1200 D400 H1000
MATERIAL

Frame: 2.0mmT steel pipe; board:
MDF
PROCCESS
Frame: white/orange electrostatic
powder coating; board: white/orange
paint;

400

340

1000

1200

NAME
System Cabinet/ 2 Layers with door
TYPE
SYS-SH-02-B
SIZE
W1200 D400 H1000
MATERIAL

Frame: 2.0mmT steel pipe; board:
MDF
PROCCESS
Frame: white/orange electrostatic
powder coating; board: white/orange
paint;
1200

620

340

NAME
System Cabinet/ Single Layer

NAME
System Cabinet/ 3 Layers

TYPE
SYS-SH-01-A

TYPE
SYS-SH-03-A

SIZE

SIZE

W1200 D400 H620

W1200 D400 H1380

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

Frame: 2.0mmT steel pipe; board:
MDF
PROCCESS
Frame: white/orange electrostatic
powder coating; board: white/orange
paint;

Frame: 2.0mmT steel pipe; board:
MDF
PROCCESS
Frame: white/orange electrostatic
powder coating; board: white/orange
paint;
1200
120
0

TYPE
SYS-SH-01-B
SIZE
W1200 D400 H620
MATERIAL

Frame: 2.0mmT steel pipe; board:
MDF
PROCCESS
Frame: white/orange electrostatic
powder coating; board: white/orange
paint;

1380

340

NAME
System Cabinet/ Single Layer with door

400

400
340

620

1200
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400

400

1380

1200

NAME
System Cabinet/ Single Layer
TYPE
SIZE
W1200 D400 H1380
MATERIAL

Frame: 2.0mmT steel pipe; board:
MDF
PROCCESS
Frame: white/orange electrostatic
powder coating; board: white/orange
paint;
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400

1760

1200

340

NAME
System Cabinet/ 4 Layers
TYPE
SYS-SH-04-A
SIZE
W1200 D400 H1760
MATERIAL

Frame: 2.0mmT steel pipe; board:
MDF
PROCCESS
Frame: white/orange electrostatic
powder coating; board: white/orange
paint;

400

1760

1200
120
0

340

NAME
System Cabinet/ 4 Layers with door
TYPE
SIZE
W1200 D400 H1760
MATERIAL

Frame: 2.0mmT steel pipe; board:
MDF
PROCCESS
Frame: white/orange electrostatic
powder coating; board: white/orange
paint;
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MODO POD SOFA
design by grado R&D

Designed in the spirit of modern leisure office, Mode Pod Sofa, compared
with Modo Sofa from which it is derived, has added an enclosed upholstery
screen, a writing board and power supply module to its design. The screen
can protect the privacy of the users and enhance the concentration and
comfort in working, while the four-seated design can boost the efficiency
and cooperation within small teams.The wooden box module by the side
is for both charging and storage. Face-to-face cubicles, besides satisfy the
needs of temporary negotiation and discussion among a group of people,
also serve as a support to hang display devices and writing board for
brainstorming.
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STANDARD COLOR OPTIONS

IN-STOCK OPTIONS
No inventory plan

Screen

Sofa

OTE Sunday 34

OTE Sunday 39

OTE Sunday 103

OTE Sunday 39

OTE Sunday 53

OTE Sunday 39

OTE Sunday 149

OTE Sunday 39

OTE Sunday 10

MADE-TO-ORDER
Non-standard upholster shell are made-to-order. The chairs
can be upholstered in blow list options.
See more detail overview the color swatch at the end of
book.

OTE Sunday 34

720

1355

1100

1100

450
NAME
Modo Pod /Single Seat
TYPE
MOD-SF-PD-1S
DIMENSIONS
W1100 D813 H1355
MATERIAL
The sofa body is form of pine frame and
plywood, fill in high resilience sponge /
Screen borad is made of plywood cover
with sponge/ Base is made of φ25mm
steel tube/Integrated cable socket box
PROCCESS
The sofa body is upholstered/ Base is
powder epoxy polyester powder coating/
Table and case is MFC.

2340

1880

450

750

1355

1100

700

NAME
Modo Pod /4 Seat
TYPE
MOD-SF-PD-4S
DIMENSIONS
W2340 D1880 H1355
MATERIAL
The sofa body is form of pine frame and
plywood, fill in high resilience sponge /
Screen borad is made of plywood cover
with sponge/ Base is made of φ25mm
steel tube/Integrated cable socket box
PROCCESS
The sofa body is upholstered/ Base is
powder epoxy polyester powder coating/
Table and case is MFC.
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WALKER SCREEN
design by grado R&D

The Walker Screen is inspired by boxes and squares. People are always
curious about the stuff in the box and expect to create new surprises.
Through the combination of different modules which resemble the blocks in
games, office space will be freely connected. The growing abundance in the
function and form of the whiteboard, TV hanger and shelf, cooperate by the
excellent space adaptability of the screen itself, enables the Walker Screen to
stand suitable for a variety of office space.
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1843

1610

500

NAME
Walker Screen / Whiteboard
TYPE
WAL-SC-01
DIMENSIONS
W1610 D500 H1843
MATERIAL
The frame is 2mmT steel tube with MFC
board, whiteboard with acrylic board
inside.
PROCCESS
Steel frame is PU painting, the board is
upholstery.

1843

1610

Boasting great mobility, Walker Screen is more flexible in collocation with different spaces. Apart from
partitioning the space off, it also helps build a “walking conference room”. The accommodation of seats at the
base, in coordination with the whiteboard and TV, can immediately set up a makeshift negotiation zone on the
spot, thus creating more possibilities for in-office communication and negotiation.

500

NAME
Walker Screen / Whiteboard
TYPE
WAL-SC-02
DIMENSIONS
W1610 D500 H1843
MATERIAL
The frame is 2mmT steel tube with MFC
board, Screen board with acrylic board
inside.
PROCCESS
Steel frame is PU painting, the board is
upholstery.

1843

1610

FRAME COLOR OPTIONS

UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS

Black

OTE Sunday 83

Hickoy

OTE Sunday 149

500

NAME
Walker Screen / Whiteboard
TYPE
WAL-SC-01
DIMENSIONS
W1610 D500 H1843
MATERIAL
The frame is 2mmT steel tube with MFC
board, whiteboard with acrylic board
inside. Pouf consist of plywood, fill in high
resilience sponge.
PROCCESS
Steel frame is PU painting, the board is
upholstery.

MADE-TO-ORDER
420

Non-standard upholstery is made-to-order. See more detail
overview the color swatch at the end of book.
370

IN-STOCK OPTIONS
No inventory plan

NAME
Walker Pouf
TYPE
WAL-PF-01
DIMENSIONS
W1610 D500 H1843
MATERIAL
Pouf consist of plywood, fill in high
resilience sponge.
PROCCESS
The pouf is upholstery.
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COSY SCREEN
design by grado R&D

Cosy series is designed specifically for creating private space in office. In the
series, some products are equipped with wiring design to facilitate power
supply. Cosy series features a variety of functions ranging from cubicles,
conference to leisure and collaboration. A semi-enclosed cubicle offers a
temporary exclusive office space for individual focus work of employees; The
conference module facilitates the brainstorming of teams; The screen itself,
being able to move freely, helps partition the space off based on practical
needs. In all, Cosy series is committed to bringing more comfortable and
relaxing office experience to employees.
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COS-SC-01S

1550

900

500

COS-SC-01M

1550

1200

500

COS-SC-01L

1550

1500

500

NAME
Cosy Screen

UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS
HY-5017

BASE COLOR OPTIONS
White

TYPE
COS-SC-01S
COS-SC-01M
COS-SC-01L
DIMENSIONS
W900 D500 H1550
W1200 D500 H1550
W1500 D500 H1550
MATERIAL
The frame is 2mmT steel tube with
MFC board, whiteboard with acrylic
board inside.
PROCCESS
Steel frame is PU painting, the
board is upholstery.

HY-5004

MADE-TO-ORDER
HY-5033

HY5014
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Non-standard upholstery is made-to-order. See more detail
overview the color swatch at the end of book.

IN-STOCK OPTIONS
No inventory plan
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Office Republic is a theoretical system of grado based on our
thinking about office concept, through which we intend to inspire
and shape new office and organizational behavior so as to
facilitate the success of the enterprise.
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